ABSTRACT Visual tracking of planar objects with multiple degrees of freedom is a core component for numerous vision-based applications. Generally, since direct methods use all raw pixels in the region of interest to estimate the motion model directly, these methods are sensitive to illumination changes, partial occlusion, and motion blur. Recently, the deep convolutional network has demonstrated remarkable ability in visual tracking via learning robust deep features. In this paper, deep features are used for improving the robustness of direct methods. To learn suitable features in an end-to-end fashion, we employ a novel network architecture, the efficient second-order minimization (ESM) layer, which performs the ESM algorithm on deep feature maps. We train and validate the convolutional features on a synthetic dataset generated from the MS-COCO dataset and evaluate the tracking performance on two challenging, real-world datasets. The experimental results show that the proposed approach outperforms most state-of-the-art methods in various tracking challenges.
I. INTRODUCTION
Tracking of planar objects is a vital component for many vision-based applications, such as visual servoing [1] , [2] , visual odometry [3] , visual simultaneous localization and mapping [4] - [6] , and augmented reality [7] , [8] , which require accurate tracking of multiple degrees of freedom. Despite considerable research efforts on this topic, robust planar object tracking remains a challenging issue owing to the challenging environmental variations in the real world.
Two categories of methods exist for planar object tracking: feature-based methods (e.g., [9] - [11] ) and direct methods (e.g., [2] , [12] - [14] ). Feature-based methods estimate motion parameters by detecting and matching salient distinguishable feature points (e.g., SIFT [15] and HOG [16] ) in the region of interest. Owing to the invariance of feature descriptors, these methods are invariant against large motions and photometric variations and are naturally robust against partial occlusion.
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Regardless, feature point extraction and matching usually become difficult in cases of poor or repetitive texture and motion blur.
In contrast, direct methods use image intensities directly without extracting features. Such methods formulate tracking as an image registration problem, and then estimate motion parameters by optimizing a similarity measure on image intensities between a template image of the target object and an input image; this is mostly based on an efficient optimization method, such as the inverse compositional LucasKanade (ICLK) algorithm [12] or efficient second-order minimization (ESM) [2] , [17] . As direct methods exploit the information of all image pixels to estimate a small number of motion parameters, they often produce more accurate subpixel tracking results than feature-based methods, even on poor texture or repetitive texture images. However, the intensity values are sensitive to illumination changes and can be fuzzy under the circumstance of fast motions. The key idea of these methods is the optimization of the similarity measure on densely sampled feature maps, thus combining the strengths of feature-based and direct methods. These feature-based direct methods are robust against both lighting variations and poor texture or repetitive texture scenarios. However, most of these methods use hand-crafted feature descriptors to find sparse correspondences, which may be suboptimal for some scenarios. In addition, these methods are prone to failure in the presence of large motions.
Herein, we propose the use of pyramids built using deep features to address the above listed shortcomings. Although deep learning has been used in several visual tracking methods [21] - [23] , the models employed in these methods are usually pretrained for other computer vision applications, e.g., image classification or object detection. Recently, Chang et al. [24] used a cascaded Lucas-Kanade network (CLKN) to train deep features to address the image alignment problem, which is similar to the problem targeted in this study. Thus, inspired by CLKN, we propose an ESM-Siamese network that enables training of deep features that best fit the feature-based direct methods in an end-toend fashion. Fig. 1 shows that the Siamese network extracts feature maps that are invariant to all types of appearance variations from both a template image and an input image while the ESM layer performs the ESM algorithm on the extracted feature maps to achieve accurate sub-pixel tracking. The proposed ESM layer is differentiable; hence, back propagation can be derived during training. To handle large motions, CLKN cascades a sequence of Siamese networks to extract a feature pyramid with multiple resolutions. However, this strategy also complicates the training of CLKN. Furthermore, because the structure of the cascaded network is fixed during training, CLKN is unable to adapt its number of pyramid layers when applied to different scenarios. Herein, learning is only performed for one Siamese network and images with multiple resolutions are input into the single model to extract feature pyramids when tracking, which is more efficient and flexible in practice.
In summary, this study makes the following major contributions.
1) To improve tracking robustness, we use deep pyramids in direct methods and a differentiable ESM layer embedded in a convolutional neural network (CNN). This approach enables us to train features that best fit planar-object-tracking tasks in an end-to-end fashion. 2) We generate a synthetic dataset from the MS-COCO dataset [25] to train deep features that are invariant to various challenging environmental variations in the real world, such as illumination changes and large motions. 3) We test the proposed method on two challenging tracking datasets: the POIC [14] and POT datasets [26] . Experimental results confirm that the proposed method outperforms the state-of-the-art methods in various tracking challenges, except SIFT tested on the POT dataset.
II. RELATED WORK
Direct methods formulate tracking as an image registration problem and estimate the position of the object in a video sequence by optimizing a similarity measure between a template image and every frame image. Owing to the simplicity and ease in calculating derivatives, the sum of squared differences (SSD) is one of the most popular similarity measures used in direct methods. Then, an iterative optimization is used to solve this tracking system.
A. SIMILARITY MEASURES
In practice, direct methods are impaired by drastic appearance changes in the target object because of the brightness constancy assumption [27] . To improve the tracking robustness, a popular approach is to replace the classical SSD measure with more robust similarity measures. Because of the VOLUME 7, 2019 invariance of normalized cross-correlation (NCC) to affine illumination changes, NCC has recently been used for planar object tracking [28] - [30] . Alternatively, Richa et al. [31] applied the sum of conditional variance (SCV) to efficiently handle illumination variations in a non-parametric manner. To deal with localized illumination variations, Richa et al. [32] improved SCV by computing a localized sum of conditional variance. In addition, similarity measures from the medical image registration domain, such as mutual information (MI) [13] , [33] , [34] and cross cumulative residual entropy (CCRE) [28] , [35] were introduced into direct methods because of their invariance to modality changes. However, most of these methods only address illumination changes and still measure the similarity based on image intensities that are inherently sensitive to photometric variations.
B. FEATURE-BASED DIRECT METHODS
Visual features have been proven to be invariant to all types of appearance variations caused by pose, illumination and occlusion. Although many features have been widely used in general object tracking [36] - [43] , they have only recently been utilized in direct methods [14] , [18] , [20] . The key concept underlying these feature-based direct methods is using densely sampled feature descriptors instead of image intensities, and then optimizing a similarity measure between the two feature maps; in this manner, the strengths of feature descriptors can be combined with those of direct methods. Crivellaro and Lepetit [18] first adopted a derivative-based feature descriptor in direct methods to track specular and poorly textured three-dimensional (3D) models. Furthermore, Antonakos et al. [19] proposed to use dense SIFT and HOG to estimate correspondences across object categories in the Lucas-Kanade algorithm. To handle drastic illumination variations, Alismail et al. [20] employed binary descriptors referred to as ''bit-planes.'' More recently, to address more complex illumination changes during tracking, Chen et al. [14] , [44] introduced the gradient orientation (GO) feature into the ESM method. However, the existing methods use hand-crafted feature descriptors, which may be suboptimal for some scenarios. In addition, these methods are prone to failure in the presence of large motions [24] .
C. DEEP-LEARNING BASED GEOMETRIC ESTIMATIONS
As the power of CNNs has been adequately proven in many computer vision applications [45] - [47] , deep learning methods are used to solve geometric computer vision problems in several approaches. To estimate the relative homography between a pair of images, DeTone et al. [48] learned a VGG-style CNN. Then, Nguyen et al. [49] developed this VGG-style CNN by training it in an unsupervised manner. Rocco et al. [50] proposed a CNN architecture that mimics the standard matching process for geometric matching. However, these methods directly regress the parameters of a geometric transformation from CNNs, which is difficult to train in practice and unable to provide subpixel accuracy. Recently, to achieve subpixel accuracy for image alignment, Chang et al. [24] introduced deep learning into the Lucas-Kanade algorithm using a CLKN. However, Chang et al. tested CLKN only on a synthetic dataset, and it was proven sensitive to appearance changes in tracking tasks. Inspired by CLKN, herein, we propose a novel approach in which features learned from CNNs are used to overcome the limitations of hand-crafted features in direct methods. In particular, we propose a differentiable ESM network to train robust deep features for tracking planar objects in an endto-end fashion. Furthermore, we adopt an improved training strategy and a more challenging dataset to train our model, significantly improving the tracking performance on real data.
D. SIAMESE TRACKING
The Siamese network is a popular architecture for similarity learning with deep neural networks, comprising two branches that encode a pair of patches to another space, and then combine them using a specific function (e.g., a distance or similarity metric [54] proposed a shallower but more efficient Siamese network and added a correlation filter to the template branch. There were more studies in 2018. He et al. [55] introduced a two-fold Siamese network to train a similarity function with both appearance and semantic information, while Wang et al. [56] introduced an attention mechanism into a Siamese network such that it would learn a more discriminative metric for visual object tracking. Li et al. [57] proposed a combination of a Siamese network with a region proposal network (RPN) to achieve excellent tracking performance, and Zhu et al. [58] proposed the use of more negative samples for training a distractor-aware Siamese-RPN tracker. Fan and Ling [59] proposed Siamese Cascaded RPN (C-RPN) to address data imbalance by performing hard negative sampling and progressively refined anchor boxes for better target localization using multi-regression. Most aforementioned Siamese trackers formulate object tracking as a matching problem and learn a generic matching function offline for predicting the locations of unseen targets online, which offers a balance between accuracy and speed. However, these trackers are designed for general object tracking, and the output of their models is usually the target's bounding box, rendering them inappropriate for planar object tracking. Unlike these previously proposed trackers, the model developed herein formulates tracking as an image registration problem and incorporates a Siamese network into the framework of direct methods. Furthermore, we propose the use of a novel ESM layer following the Siamese network to optimize the similarity between the two branches, being able to output the target's homography.
III. FEATURE-BASED DIRECT METHODS
Direct methods formulate tracking as an image registration problem and estimate the object position in an input image I by aligning it with a template image T . In direct methods, the geometric transformation between I and T is usually represented by a warping function p = w(H(x), p), which maps a pixel p = [u, v] T in the coordinates of T to a subpixel location p = [u , v ] T in the coordinates of I , with the parameters x = [x 1 , . . . , x 8 ] T of a 3 × 3 homography matrix:
Thus, the goal of direct methods is to find parameters x optimizing the similarity measure S between I and T , i.e.,
To enhance tracking robustness, feature-based direct methods replace image intensities with densely sampled feature descriptors; thus, (2) can be rewritten as
where F I and F T denote the multi-channel feature maps extracted from I and T , respectively. As the template feature F T is fixed, we simply write S (
The tracking system (3) can be solved through an iterative optimization method that iteratively estimates parameter increment, x. Then, the currently estimated homography H can be updated as
until x is below a threshold, i.e., x ≤ ε, or the iterative number is greater than a maximal numbern.
IV. MODEL ARCHITECTURE
In this section, we present how to incorporate feature-based direct methods into a deep learning framework. As shown in Fig. 1 , our model comprises two components: a Siamese network used as a feature extractor, and an ESM layer that performs the ESM algorithm on the extracted feature maps to estimate the homography matrix H.
A. SIAMESE NETWORK
The Siamese network is a popular architecture for similarity learning as it guarantees that the same transformation is applied to each of its two branches, thus providing an impartial similarity measure for the subsequent training. In this subsection, a Siamese network that has two identical branches, T and I with shared weights is trained to minimize the similarity measure between the feature maps extracted from its two branches. Once learned, the Siamese network is used online as a feature extractor without any further adaptation.
As high-level features abstract more category semantic information, most deep-learning-based methods employ features extracted from high-level layers to describe the target appearance. However, owing to the lack of spatial sensibility and localization accuracy, which are crucial to estimating motion parameters, these high-level features are not optimal for planar object tracking. In this study, we adopt a shallow network to develop our Siamese architecture, which retains more structural information (e.g., image edges and texture information) with higher resolution. In particular, we adopt the conv1 and conv2_x layers of ResNet-18 [60] to create our Siamese network, which is lightweight with only five convolutional layers resulting from a balanced compromise between efficiency and accuracy. Further, to improve the generalization ability of our model, unlike CLKN training a network from scratch, we chose to simply fine-tune the ResNet-18 model [60] pre-trained on considerable data (e.g., ImageNet dataset).
B. ESM LAYER
ESM [2] , [17] is a popular optimization method that solves the non-linear least squares problem (3), which has a higher convergence rate and a larger convergence basin compared to traditional optimization algorithms [2] . In this subsection, we propose an ESM layer that performs the ESM algorithm on multi-channel feature maps extracted by the proposed Siamese network and outputs the estimated homography H.
Based on [14] , the feature-based ESM algorithm aims at optimizing the following object function:
where N is the number of pixels in T . The ESM algorithm is considered to be able to achieve a convergence rate as high as the Newton's method while avoiding computing the Hessian matrix using the following closed-form solution [14] :
where J esm = J T + J I ( H) is the ESM Jacobian matrix and J † esm denotes its pseudo-inverse. J T is the Jacobian matrix of F T (w(e, p)) (where e is an identity warp), which is constant, and thus, it can be precomputed outside the loop, whereas J I ( H) is the Jacobian matrix of the warped input feature map F I (w ( H, p) ). For more details on computing the Jacobian matrices of the multi-channel ESM method, please refer to [14] . Algorithm 1 summarizes the proposed ESM layer. As the loss gradient needs to be derived via backpropagation, in the following subsection, we present the differentiability of our ESM layer. VOLUME 7, 2019 Algorithm 1 Proposed ESM Layer. All Tests in Our Study Use the Default Settings ε = 0.01 andn = 20 Input: the initial homography H 0 , the template feature map F T and an input feature map F I ; Output: the estimated homography H; 1: compute the template Jacobian matrix J T ; 2: while x > ε and the iteration number n ≤n do 3: sample the warped feature map F I (w( H, p)); 4: compute the Jacobian matrix J I ( H);
5:
7:
H ← HH( x); 9: end while
1) SPATIAL TRANSFORMATION LAYER
The computation of (6) requires warping the input feature map F I into the coordinates of the template feature map F T , which should be differentiable such that the gradients can be backpropagated from the warped feature map to the homography H. Thus, we develop the spatial transformer layer introduced in [61] with homography transformations.
As shown in Fig. 1 , the 3 × 3 homography matrix H is applied to warp the input feature map F I through the following three steps: 1) Homography normalization. First, H is transformed to a normalized homography H norm , which maps the normalized coordinates of the template feature map (such that −1 ≤ u i , v i ≤ 1) to those of the input feature map (such that −1 ≤ u i , v i ≤ 1) as follows:
where
with W and H denoting the width and height of the corresponding feature map F, respectively. 2) Grid generator. Considering a regular grid G =
where x 1 , . . . , x 8 are the eight parameters of H norm . 3) Bilinear sampler. Finally, a bilinear sampler is adopted to produce the sampled warped feature map F I (w( H, p) ) by considering the sampling grid G and feature map F I as inputs. The bilinear sampler is differentiable such that the loss gradient can flow via backpropagation. For more details about differentiable image sampling, please refer to [61] .
2) PSEUDO-INVERSE Equation (6) requires calculating the pseudo-inverse of J esm , which is an N × 8 matrix. Because the number of pixels is larger than the number of parameters, i.e., N > 8, the ESM Jacobian matrix is usually a full column rank, and thus, its pseudo-inverse can be computed using the left inverse as
The computation of the left inverse is differentiable, and hence, the backpropagation of the loss can flow through the ESM layer. Let A be a square matrix that equals to J T esm J esm and L be a loss function. Then, the derivatives of L with respect to A and A −1 are related by [62] 
V. TRAINING
In this section, we describe how to train our ESM-Siamese network on a large labeled synthetic dataset generated from the MS-COCO dataset, as shown in Algorithm 2.
Algorithm 2 ESM-Siamese Network. We Use the Default Settings lr = 1 × 10 −6 , bn = 64, andm = 5 Require: lr, the learning rate. bn, the mini-batch size.m, the number of epoches. Require: ω 0 , the initial model weights. 
until end of epoch m 9: end for
A. LOSS FUNCTION
The simplest method to evaluate the output of a network with ground truth is by directly computing their L 2 distance, i.e.,
However, each parameter of a homography contributes differently to geometric transformation. For example, parameters x 1 , x 2 , x 4 , and x 5 affect the rotational magnitude of the warp, whereas parameters x 3 and x 4 are related to the translational offset.
In this study, to evaluate the loss that can balance the effect of each homography parameter, we alternatively use a Corner distance. Let c 1 , . . . , c 4 be the four corners of the template; then, the Corner distance is defined as the sum of squared distance between the corners warped by the estimated homography and those warped by the ground-truth homography, i.e.,
Note that unlike CLKN [24] , which uses a one-step hinge loss to execute only one iteration during training, our training loss allows the ESM algorithm to perform a dynamic number of iterations until convergence occurs (or the number of iterations exceeds the maximum number of iterations), which is not only much simpler but also significantly improves performance during the test [63] .
B. TRAINING SET
Training our ESM-Siamese network requires a large number of samples. However, there is a lack of adequate labeled data in the real world. Herein, we generate a synthetic dataset from the MS-COCO dataset [25] to meet the training requirement, referring to [48] and [24] . Figure 2 illustrates the process of data generation, and Fig. 3 shows examples of the generated training set. We define a trainingsample as a quadruplet {T ,I , H 0 , H gt }, as shown in Algorithm 2, and generate a single labeled example as follows:
1) H 0 : we define the initial homography H 0 that maps the domain of the template image to a square window centering in I ; 2) H gt : first, we randomly perturb the four corners of the window within the range [−β, β], and then, define the ground-truth homography H gt , which maps the four corners of the template to the corresponding perturbed corners. In this study, we set β to 10; 3) I : we generate I by resizing and randomly cropping a MS-COCO image I. In particular, the shorter edge of I is first resized to 240, and then, we generate I by randomly cropping a 192 × 192 sub-image in the resized I; 4) T : we generate T by warping I with the ground-truth homography, i.e., I (w (H gt , p) ), whose size is 128×128 in our case. To create a more realistic and challenging dataset, we further perform blur and drastic photometric variations on I . In particular, we first randomly filter I using a Gaussian blur filter with a radius in the range from 1 to 11 or a kernel approximating the linear motion with a length in the range from 1 to 20 and a degree in the range from 0 to 2π. Then, we enhance I 's brightness between 0.001 and 0.1 or 1.9 and 1.98, followed by contrast enhancement jittering between 0.1 and 1.9. Note that we employ more violent parameters of photometric variations in this study than the ones applied in [24] . This is because we chose to fine-tune a pre-trained model rather than training a CNN from scratch unlike [24] , which enables our model to converge on a more challenging training set.
VI. TRACKING
Algorithm 3 shows the coarse-to-fine tracking process using our ESM-Siamese network. For the computational efficiency, the current image frame I is first warped to a smaller image I before being input into the Siamese network (see the 5 th step in Algorithm 3). In addition, instead of incorporating the coarse-to-fine strategy into the learning process similar to [24] , we only apply the pyramid technique for tracking, rendering our training more concise and effective while maintaining tracking flexibility.
VII. EXPERIMENTS A. IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS
We implemented our network in Python using the PyTorch framework on a single NVIDIA GeForce GTX 1080 Ti GPU with 11GB memory. We initialized the network with the ResNet-18 pre-trained on the ImageNet dataset and fine-tuned the network end-to-end over 5 epochs with a minibatch size of 64, which took about 5 h. The stochastic gradient descent was employed to train our network with the learning rate setting to 1e − 6 during the entire training process. To train our network, the whole training set (82K images) of MS-COCO was used, while a subset (6.4K ) of the testing set was used for validation. During training, we validated the network on the synthetic dataset introduced in V-B and VOLUME 7, 2019
Algorithm 3 Tracking Process
Input: an image pyramid P T = {T (i) } l i=1 of the target planar object T , where l is the number of pyramid layers; Input: the four corners t 1 , . . . , t 4 of the target object in the coordinate of the first image frame I o ; Output: the four corners t 1 , . . . , t 4 of the target planar object in each image frame I; 1: t 1 , t 2 , t 3 , t 4 ← t 1 , t 2 , t 3 , t 4 2: extract the feature pyramid P F T = {F
of P T via our Siamese network; 3: while I is NOT the last image frame do 4: for pyramid layer i = 0, . . . , l do 5: obtain I (i) by warping I with H retained the model with the best performance on the validation set as our final choice. For the stopping criterion in the ESM layer of both training and testing (or tracking), the incremental threshold ε was set to 0.01, and the maximum number of iterations was set to 20. The proposed method was evaluated on two challenging public datasets, POT [26] and POIC [44] with their pyramid setting being presented in Table 1 .
B. BASELINES
We evaluated our method against various state-of-the-art tracking methods, including ESM [2] , NCC [29] , SCV [31] , MI [33] , SIFT [15] , FERNS [64] , Struck [10] , Gracker [65] , Bit-Planes [20] , GO-ESM [14] , GOP-ESM [44] , and CLKN [24] . In our tests, ESM is used as the baseline observation. Further, SIFT, FERNS, and Struck are representative feature-based methods; Gracker is a graph-based tracker, which combines SIFT feature descriptors with a graph-matching method; NCC, SCV, and MI are direct methods that employ robust similarity measures to improve tracking performance; Bit-Planes, GO-ESM, and GOP-ESM are feature-based direct methods that use hand-crafted features, whereas CLKN is based on deep features. Note that Bit-Planes, GOP-ESM, and CLKN all use a coarse-to-fine strategy to handle large motions. In addition, we implemented the CLKN method and trained the model exactly as described in [24] .
Based on [66] and [44] , we evaluated the tracking performance using the alignment error E AL [67] , which is defined as the root mean square distance between the estimated object's positions t 1 , . . . , t 4 and the ground truth t 1 , . . . , t 4 , i.e.,
After E AL was obtained, the tracking performance was measured through the success rate (SR) [66] 
where I is the set of all frames of a video sequence, and further, the dataset;
AL is the alignment error measured in the i th input image frame, I (i) . The threshold t p was set to 5 pixels for all tests.
C. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS ON POT
To thoroughly evaluate the robustness of the proposed deep features, our method was examined on a recently published challenging tracking dataset POT [26] . The POT dataset is the first dataset for planar object tracking in the wild and was recorded in very challenging natural scenarios involving scale change, rotation, perspective distortion, motion blur, occlusion, out-of-view, and unconstrained motions. It includes 210 videos and each video contains 500 frames, available at www.dabi.temple.edu/∼ hbling/data/POT-210/pla nar_benchmark.html. Figure 4 shows the overall SR plots (Fig. 4(a) ) and the plots for the seven motion patterns (Fig. 4(b) to Fig. 4(h) ) of our method against all baselines mentioned in Sec. VII-B.
1) COMPARISON WITH DIRECT METHODS
It is observed that the proposed method significantly outperforms all the direct methods tested herein, yielding the best SR scores for all seven motion patterns. Moreover, the proposed deep features provide significantly better robustness, outperforming the second-best direct tracker by about 10%, 12%, and 16% for motion blur, occlusion, and out-of-view challenges, respectively.
Using GO features with a pyramid technique, GOP-ESM exhibits relatively high tracking accuracy against pose changes such as scaling, rotation, and perspective distortion. However, GOP-ESM is very sensitive to motion blur and occlusion and yields poor tracking performance when the object moves out of view or in an unconstrained manner. A comparison with GOP-ESM suggests that the deep features used in this study significantly outperform the hand-crafted features when using the same optimization method. In contrast, CLKN exhibits high robustness against pose changes by learning deep features for the ICLK algorithm in a coarse-tofine manner; however, owing to the limited generalizability of the model, it provides poor tracking performance for other motion patterns. In addition, GO-ESM achieves the secondbest SR score among the direct methods tested in cases with occlusion but fails to capture large pose changes without the use of a coarse-to-fine strategy.
To further illustrate the robustness of the proposed deep features, in Fig. 5 to Fig. 10 , we show some representative FIGURE 6. Examples of ''rotation'' on the POT dataset [26] .
examples of the POT dataset that compare our method with other 4 feature-based direct methods under various motion patterns. The figures show that our method exhibits higher robustness than the compared methods against dramatic pose changes and environmental variations.
2) COMPARISONS WITH OTHER METHODS
As shown in Fig. 4 , feature-based methods, such as SIFT, FERNS, and Struck, demonstrate higher robustness against motion blur, occlusion, and out-of-view motion than our method, respectively, but cannot obtain high accuracy for most pose variations, such as scale changes, rotation, and perspective distortion, which exist much more commonly in planar object tracking. Similarly, owing to the exploration of an object's structure information, Gracker performs quite well against occlusion and out-of-view motions but fails to handle pose changes and motion blur.
As mentioned in Sec. II, owing to the brightness constancy assumption, direct methods are sensitive to dramatic appearance changes, such as motion blur. In addition, a direct method explores all pixels' information to estimate a homography matrix, which implicitly assumes that the same transformation parameters are shared by all pixels. However, this assumption is not satisfied in the presence of occlusions or out-of-view motions. Despite direct methods being inherently sensitive to the aforementioned environmental disturbances, our method achieves a higher overall SR score than FERNS, Struck, and Gracker.
Notably, feature-based methods are inherently sensitive to motion blur but they attain higher SR scores than the proposed method in this tracking challenge. As shown in Fig. 11 , this is because feature-based methods can easily relocate an object via feature matching once environmental variations disappear as long as only a small fraction of the frames in a sequence have motion blur. In contrast, direct methods are unable to relocate the target after tracking failures because they typically use the homography estimated at the last FIGURE 11. SIFT failed to track the target in frames #301 and #302 owing to motion blur and out-of-view motion, respectively, but it relocated the target in frame #309, in which all environmental variations had disappeared. On the contrary, the proposed method was more robust against motion blur but faced difficulty in relocating the target after the tracking failure caused by extreme out-of-view motion in frame #302. frame as the initialization for the next iterative optimization. Consequently, an incorrect result in one challenging frame iteratively impairs the performance of subsequent frames. In such cases, direct methods can be re-initialized using relocating methods such as a tracking-by-detection tracker.
D. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS ON POIC
To further illustrate the robustness of our method, we also report the evaluation results on the POIC dataset [44] . This dataset is presented to evaluate the planar object tracking with illumination changes under various scenes, such as scale changes, rotations, tilting, and large motions. It includes 20 videos with full annotations for 22, 971 image frames and can be downloaded from https://github.com/ LinChen-Cherry/POIC. Figure 12 and Fig. 13 show the comparison results on the POIC dataset. As seen from these figures, our method achieves the best SR score among all compared methods and illustrates better robustness against illumination changes under various challenging scenes, such as large motions, outof-view motions, and dramatic tilting. GOP-ESM achieves comparable results to our method against extreme illumination changes, but because of its dependence on gradient-based features, it is very sensitive to motion blur. Additionally, Gracker and Bit-Planes obtain relatively good performances on POIC but with limitations in dealing with dramatic illumination changes, such as specular reflections.
Notably, although SIFT obtains the best performance on the POT dataset, it fails on the POIC dataset. This is mainly because these two datasets focus on different tracking challenges. On the one hand, SIFT suffers from extreme illumination variations. As shown in Fig. 13 , SIFT fails to track the object on those frames with large illumination changes and thus obtains low overall SR scores for most sequences in the POIC dataset. Furthermore, SIFT, as a feature-based method, is inherently sensitive to low textures (see the first line of Fig. 13 ) and repetitive textures (see the second line of Fig. 13 ). However, both illumination variations and textures challenges are not emphasized by the POT dataset. On the other hand, as mentioned in Sec. VII-C.2, SIFT is good at dealing with occlusions and out-of-view motions, but these two tracking challenges do not occupy the main stream in the POIC dataset. This explains why tests on POIC and POT datasets are complementary.
E. FEATURE PYRAMID
Typically, direct methods use an iterative optimization algorithm to solve the tracking object function (2) . However, such optimization methods may not converge under large motions owing to the limited convergence basin. The pyramid technique has proven to improve convergence's tolerance.
In this section, we analyze the feature pyramid used in our method using the example of the POT dataset.
Fig. 14 visualizes the proposed feature pyramid applied on the POT dataset. In the same layer, different feature maps represent different but complementary aspects of salient information. Additionally, the feature maps of different layers capture useful information for tracking on different scales. For example, layer 1 features coarse structural features such as the shapes of the objects, whereas layer 4 focuses on fine textural features.
Layer number l of the feature pyramid is a crucial hyperparameter for our method. Fig. 15 illustrates the comparison results of our method with different settings of l. It can be seen in Fig. 15 that using a feature pyramid with three layers already outperforms the baseline over all sequences of POT. Adding one more layer further improves the tracking robustness, whereas too many pyramid layers (e.g., five) result in a decreased accuracy. As l increases, a larger motion can be handled by the ESM layer; however, because of reduced resolution, the estimates from higher layers will be less accurate. In practice, using a fixed number of layers (e.g., four layers) for all cases is not the best choice. As shown in Fig. 15(b) , a feature pyramid with fewer layers is more robust to occlusion. In addition, although a 4-layer feature pyramid achieves the highest SR score for out-of-view motions (see Fig. 15(c) ), it is more inferior than the 5-layer version when dealing with unconstrained motions (see Fig. 15(d) ). As we do not aim to study how to automatically choose the number of pyramid 90408 VOLUME 7, 2019 FIGURE 14. An example of our feature pyramid on the POT dataset, generated using the settings listed in Table 1 . For each pyramid layer, we selected four feature channels (channel 1, 16, 32, and 64) to be presented, and for clear visualization, all feature maps were rescaled to 128 × 128.
FIGURE 15.
Comparison results with respect to the number of pyramid layers on the POT dataset. GOP-ESM is shown as the baseline, which is the second-best direct method on POT.
layers in different scenarios, we set l to be 4 for the POT dataset during the entire test (Table 1) as this value achieves the best performance over all sequences.
VIII. CONCLUSION
In this study, we proposed using deep features to improve the robustness of direct methods. To learn the best fitting features in an end-to-end fashion, we also presented a novel ESM layer and incorporated it in a Siamese network. The proposed network was trained and validated on a synthetic dataset generated from the MS-COCO dataset, and its tracking performance was evaluated on two challenging datasets. The comparison results confirmed that the proposed method significantly outperforms all the state-of-the-art direct methods tested herein in various tracking challenges, and it is competitive with the most state-of-the-art feature-based methods, especially when presented with illuminations variations and changes in pose.
We also analyzed the influence of pyramid layer numbers, and the obtained results suggest that the optimal number of layers depends on the type of challenge in different scenarios. In future works, automatic methods for identifying the best number of layers will be investigated.
Furthermore, our method is not a panacea in all cases owing to the inherent limitations of direct methods. As discussed in our study, direct and feature-based methods demonstrate different but complementary advantages with each other. We believe further fusing of different types of methods to be a meaningful research direction. 
